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Overview 

This book provides an optimistic, poetic look to the role the 
internet is playing in our lives. Having our heads in our 
phones is not necessarily a bad thing; we are more connected 
and productive than ever before. Technology has always 
rewired our brains; this time is nothing different. This book 
also explores how artists are adapting to modern technology, 
from the artistic renditions of compressed images, to 
interpreting Pinterest as a giant patchwork quilt. 

Introduction. Let’s Get Lost 

ou re mindlessly browsing the internet, clicking 
through the headlines. You become immersed in the 
latest negotiations for nuclear disarmament. You 
watch a 3-minute video on it. 

ou ve just wasted time on the internet. But was it 
really wasted time? You learned something. You were 
engaged and are now more informed. A one-minute 
video really can be packed with wisdom to improve 
your life, or interesting factoids about the past. 
Skimming isn t always bad. 

People may complain about the lack of face-to-face 
interactions, of young adults having their noses glued 
to their phones. But they are communicating. Their 
eyes still light up. They are organizing in-person 
events, and still feeling emotions. 

Phones have always been simply a means to an end for 
communication. “Our devices, if anything, tend to
amplify our sociability.” You can complain about people 
meeting for lunch yet checking their phones, but you 
can still see their faces light up. 

Technology has always been an integral part of our 
environment. We have torn down our geographic 
boundaries between interactions. Even Emerson in his 
Walden Pond was nearby a railroad. The issue now is 
how to parse and organize all this knowledge we are 
absorbing. The internet is here to stay, so instead of 

complaining about it let s understand it e are
constantly rewiring brains as new technology has 
developed; we always have and always will. 

“Facebook is the 
greatest collective autobiography 

that a culture has ever produced, a boon to future 
sociologists, historians, and artists.” 

Chapter 1. The Social Network  

Can the internet be “the greatest poem every written”? 
The author is a professor at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He devised a unique social experiment: 
he started a class for wasting time in the internet. He 
let the students come in and browse whatever they 
wanted. Their only rule was to produce something at 
the end of the class. 

It started disastrously; for a few weeks, nothing useful 
came out of it. Then one day he took a break and came 
back to see the class dancing to every computer 
synchroni ing a music video of My Neck My Back
The students had quietly communicated to each other 
an idea, and it turned into a full-blown synchronized 
dance. Afterwards, the ideas started flowing: 

x They passed along their laptops in a circle, 
opening up each other s private files This shared
vulnerability turned into an emotionally charged 
class. 

x They trusted each other to pass along (via Venmo) 
$100 in a circle. 

x They challenged each other to rack up the biggest 
Amazon shopping cart amount (but not pressing 
Buy the winner had million in his shopping

cart!) 
x They had a random number generator define 

moves for Twister (There was no embarrassment 
if “your nose ends up in somebody’s crotch” since the 
computer made you do it!) 


